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Truth stood on its head 'down under'
The further from Northern Ireland, the bigger the lie you can tell. Gerry
opened his mouth wide on this occasion and some really big whoppers
came out!

Gerry Adams

In an interview with the Herald Sun, he asserted (with a straight face,
would you believe it?) that he had "not been and am not involved with
the IRA ever."

He went on to blame the trouble in Ireland on the "planters" and
"colonists" that came to Ireland from mainland Britain in the 16th and 17th centuries. The
descendants of colonists in Australia would have been interested in that view no doubt!
What Adams. Morrison, Kerr and many other republicans seem to forget is that they are
the descendants of those same "planters" of whom they speaks so disparagingly. So why
do they now denigrate the "planters?" It is because somewhere back in their family history
an ancestor converted to Rome and with the change of religion came a change of politics.
Romanism is anti-Protestant and anti-British. Therein lies the cause of Ireland's troubles.
When England was Romanist, the Pope was more than happy to have English troops invade Ireland so that the pope's rule could be extended and the remnant of Patrick's Biblebased religion, practised by the indigenous Irish Christians, could be crushed. It was only
when England became Protestant at the Reformation that the Pope and his minions suddenly became unhappy with English influence in Ireland.
As for Adams never having been in the IRA—that's like saying the Pope never was a Papist
or the Godfather was never in the Mafia!
He was an active terrorist and presently is a leading member of the IRA ruling body, the
Army Council. That is widely reported in newspaper articles and books and Adams has
never managed to sue anyone for libel over the allegation.
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